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Abstract: The production of H2 from the so-called Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carriers (LOHC) has
recently received great focus as an auspicious option to conventional hydrogen storage technologies.
Among them, formic acid, the simplest carboxylic acid, has recently emerged as one of the most
promising candidates. Catalysts based on Pd nanoparticles are the most fruitfully investigated,
and, more specifically, excellent results have been achieved with bimetallic PdAg-based catalytic
systems. The enhancement displayed by PdAg catalysts as compared to the monometallic counterpart
is ascribed to several effects, such as the formation of electron-rich Pd species or the increased
resistance against CO-poisoning. Aside from the features of the metal active phases, the properties
of the selected support also play an important role in determining the final catalytic performance.
Among them, the use of carbon materials has resulted in great interest by virtue of their outstanding
properties and versatility. In the present review, some of the most representative investigations
dealing with the design of high-performance PdAg bimetallic heterogeneous catalysts are summarised,
paying attention to the impact of the features of the support in the final ability of the catalysts towards
the production of H2 from formic acid.
Keywords: hydrogen production; formic acid; heterogeneous catalysts; bimetallic nanoparticles;
PdAg; AgPd; alloy
1. Introduction
If we think about the major problems faced by mankind, many socio-political matters, such as
the economy, wars, terrorism, etc., would come to our minds. However, people are much less
aware of environmental issues, which, for some people, are still a remote concept far from being
within their concerns. Even if we do not “perceive” the global warming in our day-to-day existence,
catastrophic consequences, such as the ozone depletion, or the extinction of species and destruction
of marine habitat and deforestation, are a fact that jeopardises the continuity of our life as we know
it nowadays. Never before our planet and existence have depended to such an extent on how we
cope with climate change. Creating a sustainable world society is mandatory to reduce the human
impact on nature, and using scientific knowledge as a guide is the only option. Many actions could
be taken to reduce the anthropogenic impact on the environment. However, since mankind’s energy
production and, in particular, the combustion of fossil fuels (coal, oil, and natural gas), is the main
responsible for the anthropogenic emission of greenhouse gases, the transition towards renewable and
carbon-free energy sources is required in the present environmental context to minimise hazardous
anthropogenic interference with the natural climate system. Even though such necessity is an obvious
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fact, it is challenging not only for developed countries in which the living standard requires large
energy supplies, but also for those developing countries that experience a high population growth.
Among greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide (CO2) is considered the most important because,
even though its global warming potential (GWP) is much lower than that of other gases, the emissions
of CO2 are far more abundant. GWP parameter was developed to compare the global warming
impacts of different gases and it is a measure of how much energy the emissions of 1 ton of a gas
will absorb over a given period, relative to the emissions of 1 ton of CO2, which is used as the
reference. Then, CO2 has a GWP of 1 regardless of the time used, while GWP is 28–36 and 265–298
times that of CO2 for methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), respectively [1]. Such considerations,
that are nowadays central scientific and social concerns, have a long historical background within the
research community. Arrhenius was among the first to hypothesise about the impact of CO2 on the
Earth’s climate [2], but his hypothesis was overlooked until the 1950s [3]. Now, after more than half
a century, there is not yet a chemical process able to efficiently clean the growing volumes of CO2 in
the atmosphere. Some interesting actions taken so far are related to the production of hydrocarbon
fuels by recycling H2O and CO2 with renewable energy sources or the CO2 capture and sequestration
(CCS) technology [4–7].
In such energy and environmental context, the search for alternative carbon emission-free
energy sources is required to avoid further disastrous consequences. Hydrogen (H2), a carbon-free
fuel, is considered an ideal energy vector. However, the job is far from done and there are
still important limitations for the implementation of hydrogen into the global energy scenario.
Moreover, H2 is not readily available in nature and, even though it can be generated from renewable
sources (i.e. gasification of biomass/biofuels and water splitting), it is mostly produced via steam
reforming process, which indeed is not sustainable because it uses fossil fuels and CO2 is produced [8].
Moreover, aside from that, there are also significant limitations related to its difficult storage and
delivery [9], as well as safety issues derived from its high flammability and potential explosiveness [10].
A promising alternative to overcome those limitations is the production of H2 from hydrogen carrier
molecules. Among them, the so-called Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carriers (LOHC) have recently
received great attention as an interesting option to conventional hydrogen technologies, with particular
importance for mobile applications. In such molecules, H2 is stored and delivered through reversible
hydrogenation and dehydrogenation chemical reactions upon utilisation of suitable catalysts [11].
Among the virtues of LOHC is the fact that they may use the existing infrastructure for fuel [12].
Although the first studies on LOHCs took place in the early 1980s, a renewed interest has emerged
in the last years [11,13]. Bessarabov et al. recently summarised the properties of a “good” LOHC
as follows [12]: (1) Low melting point (< −30 ◦C) and high boiling point (> 300 ◦C); (2) High
hydrogen storage capacity; (3) Ability to undergo very selective hydrogenation and dehydrogenation
reactions for long life cycles of charging and discharging; (4) Toxicological and eco-toxicological safety;
(5) Low production costs and good technical availability. Formic acid (methanolic acid, HCOOH,
FA), the simplest carboxylic acid (pKa = 3.75), is an outstanding LOHC candidate, which not only
encompasses most of the features listed above but also, it is a product of the hydrogenation of
CO2 [14,15].
The relative moderate hydrogen capacity of 4.4 wt.% might seem to be its weak point as compared
to other LOHC [16]. However, its high density of 1.22 g/cm3 leads to a volumetric capacity of 53 gH2/L,
equivalent to an energy density of 1.77 kW·h/L, which is larger than the value of compressed hydrogen
at 70 MPa [9,17].
The production of H2 from FA was firstly investigated by Coffey in 1967 [18], but it was not until
2008 when the interest of FA as a LOHC was renewed thanks to the independent investigations carried
out by Laurenczy and Beller [19–21]. Along these years, studies dealing with the production of H2
from FA have been carried out by using both, homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts of diverse
composition [22–24]. Due to their significance within the catalytic systems applied to this reaction,
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this paper reviews some of the most representative studies dealing with the decomposition of FA using
PdAg-based bimetallic catalysts.
2. Decomposition of Formic Acid
The decomposition of FA can follow two pathways according to the following reactions:
Dehydrogenation (decarboxylation): HCOOH↔ H2 + CO2; ∆Go = −32.9 kJ mol−1 (1)
Dehydration (decarbonylation): HCOOH↔ H2O + CO; ∆Go = −12.4 kJ mol−1 (2)
The dehydrogenation path is the target reaction for the production of H2, while dehydration
should be avoided due to the poisonous effect of CO. The yield of each reaction could be affected by
the reaction conditions (i.e. temperature, concentration, presence of additives, etc.) [25], as well as by
the features of the catalytic system used [26].
The decomposition of FA has traditionally been tackled using homogeneous catalysts.
Noteworthy in this field are the studies performed by Laurenczy and Beller [25,27,28].
However, their obvious limitations in terms of practical application and recovery capabilities have
motivated the search for efficient and selective heterogeneous systems able to produce H2 from FA
under mild conditions. In this sense, there is an increasing number of publications reporting on the
investigation of catalytic systems able to catalyse the reaction while exploring the features of either
support or metal active phase. Special mention should be made of those breakthroughs achieved
Xu et al. [29–34], Mori et al. [35–46] and Bulushev et al. [47–57].
Most of the heterogeneous catalysts used are based on metal nanoparticles immobilised on
supports of diverse nature (i.e. carbon materials, MOF, zeolites, resins, etc.) [23,58,59]. Among the
various compositions of the metal active phase analysed so far, Pd nanoparticles are unquestionably
the most widely employed since they display both high conversion of FA and selectivity values at
moderate temperatures. However, the main weakness of those Pd-based monometallic catalytic
systems is the low stability due to quick deactivation by adsorption of reaction intermediates and
CO. Such negative effect can be reduced by modification of the properties of Pd nanoparticles by
incorporating a second element to form alloy-structures or core-shell Pd-based catalysts. Among those
possible compositions, PdAg bimetallic nanoparticles should be highlighted due to their outstanding
performance. Furthermore, it is well-known that the final behaviour of the catalysts will not be
only given by the active metal phase, but will also depend on the support used, which opens up
countless options for tailoring the catalytic properties of the final materials. Herein, some of the most
representative approaches followed towards the development of high-performance heterogeneous
PdAg catalysts for the decomposition of FA will be reviewed.
3. Decomposition of Formic Acid over PdAg Bimetallic Catalysts
Heterogeneous catalysts formed by bimetallic Pd-based nanoparticles are promising catalysts
towards the decomposition of FA. In particular, those systems based on Pd in conjunction with other
noble metal have been widely investigated. PdAg-based catalysts deserve the pole position among
those bimetallic systems used in this application. They have been proved to be one of the most successful
options for attaining high catalytic activity by virtue of the resulting electron-rich Pd species caused by
electron transfer from Ag to Pd in the nanoparticles (the so-called “ligand effect”), which is driven by the
net difference in electronegativity (2.2 and 1.9 in Pauling scale, for Pd and Ag, respectively). It has been
demonstrated that such electron-rich Pd species promote the cleavage of the O-H bond of FA molecules
and favour the formation of formate intermediates. Detailed studies on the reaction mechanisms by
kinetic isotope effect (KIE) using HCOOH, HCOOD, and DCOOH [35,37] were very useful to relate
the presence of such electron rich species with the improved catalytic performance resulting from
the facilitated O-H and C-H bond dissociations. Furthermore, studies in which experimental results
were combined with theoretical calculations were also useful to relate the presence of electron-rich
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Pd species of bimetallic nanoparticles with the enhancement observed in the final catalytic activity
resulting from the favoured O-H and C-H cleavage [38]. Furthermore, lattice contraction of the Pd
surface by incorporation of a second element can also modify the adsorption site preference of FA
molecules and suppress the formation of CO [60,61]. Aside from the features of the resulting Pd
species, an additional benefit of these systems is that Pd and Ag can dissolve in each other to form
bimetallic alloys with a huge range of compositions [62], which allows the preparation of catalysts
with well-defined composition. Promising results have also been achieved with PdAu bimetallic
nanoparticles, but the higher cost of Au as compared to Ag hinders its use.
The investigation conducted by Tsang et al. was one of the first studies reporting on the benefits
of PdAg catalysts [26]. Three adsorption modes of FA molecules on the surface of the nanoparticles,
i.e. monodentate (linear), bidentate (bridging), and multidentate (multilinear), were identified in
that study, which were claimed to be prevalent on different sites. According to what they observed,
the bridging form was prevalent on terrace sites and it favoured the dehydrogenation path (H2 + CO2),
while monodentate and multidentate modes were favoured on surface-unsaturated sites and boost the
dehydration pathway (H2O + CO). Based on that observation, Ag–Pd core-shell nanocatalysts were
designed and applied. The electronically modified Pd species originated from the charge transfer from
Ag cores were responsible for strengthening the adsorption of bridging modes and for the subsequent
enhancement of the catalytic performance. Among other characterization techniques, that study
included Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), which was very useful to relate the performance of the
catalysts with their properties. The promising results achieved in that study boosted the search for
new PdAg-based catalysts. Among the most representative studies are those using carbon materials
as supports [58], but some other interesting materials have also been used. In the following sections,
representative studies on the decomposition of FA over PdAg-based catalysts supported on diverse
materials are addressed.
In order to provide the readers at a glance view of the results achieved in this field, Table 1 lists
some of the most representative PdAg-based bimetallic heterogeneous catalysts studied so far for the
dehydrogenation of FA, together with the experimental conditions used and TOF values obtained.
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AgPd@MIL-100(Fe) 25 - 1 M 58 [63]
PdAg/C–FA 25 HCOONa 5 M + 5 M 90 (b) [64]
Ag0.1-Pd0.90/rGO 25 HCOONa 1 M + 0.67 M 105 (b) [65]
C-Pd1Ag1 BNSs 25 HCOONa 1 M + 0.5 M 156 [66]
Ag6Pd1/N-rGO 25 - 5 M 171 [67]
PdAg-MnOx/N-SiO2 25 - 0.25 M 330 (b) [62]
AgPd-Hs/G 25 HCOONa 2.5 M + 2.5 M 333 [68]
Ag@Pd/N-GCNT 25 - N/A 413 [69]
Ag74Pd26/graphene 25 HCOONa 0.9 M + 0.1 M 572 [70]
PdAg-MnOx/N-SiO2 30 - 0.25 M 530 (b) [62]
AgPd/MOF-5-C 30 HCOONa 1.25 M + 3.75 M 854 [71]
PdAg-CeO2/MC 30 HCOONa N/A 2272 [72]
PdAg-MnOx/N-SiO2 35 - 0.25 M 700 (b) [62]
PdAg-MnOx/N-SiO2 40 - 0.25 M 1430 (b) [62]
C-Pd1Ag1 BNSs 50 HCOONa 1 M + 0.5 M 378 [66]
C-Ag42Pd58 50 - 1 M 382 (b) [73]
Ag9Pd91/g-C3N4 50 HCOONa 1.5 M + 0.5 M 480 [74]
Pd50Ag50/Fe3O4/N-rGO 50 - 1.33 M 497 [75]
Ag0.25Pd/WO3 50 HCOONa 0.15 M + 1.2 M 683 [76]
Ag10Pd90/0.2CND/SBA-15 50 HCOONa 1.5 M + 0.5 M 893 [77]
Ag1Pd9/SBA-15-Amine 50 HCOONa 1.5 M + 0.5 M 964 [78]
Ag1Pd9@NPC 50 HCOONa N/A 3000 [79]
Ag1Pd9–MnOx/carbonspheres 50 HCOOK 5 M + 15 M 3558 [80]
PdAg@ZrO2/C 50 HCOOK 2.5 M + 10 M 9206 [81]
Ag74Pd26/graphene 60 HCOONa 0.9 M + 0.1 M 572 [70]
PdAg@ZrO2/C/rGO 60 HCOONa 3 M + 7.5 M 4500 [32]
Ag1Pd2/CN 75 - 2 M 621 (b) [82]
Pd1Ag2/C(1) 75 HCOONa 0.9 M + 0.1 M 855 (b) [43]
PdAg/amine-MSC 75 HCOONa 0.9 M + 0.1 M 5638 [15]
Ag18Pd82@ZIF-8 80 HCOONa N/A 580 [83]
Ag20Pd80@MIL-101 80 HCOONa N/A 848 [84]
Ag1Pd4@NH2–UiO-66 80 - 1.25 M 893 (b) [85]
AgPd@NPC 80 HCOONa 0.25 M + 0.25 M 936 [86]
Notes: (a) Expressed as concentration of FA (M) + concentration of additive (M); (b) Initial TOF values.
3.1. Carbon-supported PdAg Catalysts
The success in attaining high-performance catalysts lies, to a large extent, in controlling their
final features in terms of composition, morphology, and electronic properties, as well as in finding
the properties-activity relationship. For that, diverse and numerous approaches for the control of the
features of both metal active phase and catalytic support have been tackled. Among investigated
catalytic supports, the role of carbon materials should be highlighted. Their thermal stability,
surface resistance in both basic and acidic medium, tunable porosity and surface chemistry, etc., provide
great options towards the design of high-performance catalysts while exploring numerous approaches.
Li et al. investigated the effect of the reducing agent (sodium borohydride (SB), formic acid
(FA), ascorbic acid (AA), and hydrogen) utilised during the preparation of catalysts based on PdAg
nanoparticles supported on carbon (PdAg/C–SB, PdAg/C–FA, and PdAg/C–AA, and PdAg/C–H) [64].
It was observed that, while the wet-chemical reduction method provided similar average nanoparticle
size in all cases (~5 nm), larger nanoparticles were attained by using gas-chemical reduction (7.5 nm).
Besides, XPS analysis was used to get information about the surface composition of the nanoparticles.
It was found that surface Pd/Ag molar ratios followed the order PdAg/C–AA > PdAg/C–FA >
PdAg/C–H > PdAg/C–SB (2.97, 2.48, 2.34, and 0.81, compared to the nominal Pd/Ag molar ratio of
1), indicating the importance of the reducing agent in controlling the surface composition of PdAg
nanoparticles. Among them, the catalyst synthesised by FA-reduction was the most active (initial TOF
of 90 h−1 at 25 ◦C), what was claimed to be due to the presence of electron-rich abundant Pd atoms on
the surface of the nanoparticles as well as to their alloyed state. Our group also reported on the impact
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of the surface Pd/Ag ratio in the final catalytic performance [43]. In that study, we used a promising
synthetic strategy based on the preparation of colloidal PVP-capped PdAg nanoparticles through the
reduction by solvent method. Firstly, composition-controlled colloidal nanoparticles were prepared
by using four different Pd/Ag molar ratios (i.e. 1/0.5, 1/1, 1/2, and 1/4) and three PVP/Pd molar ratios
(1/1, 5/1, and 10/1) and they were subsequently loaded on activated carbon. The characterisation of
the catalysts revealed that the Pd/Ag surface ratio (for a given fixed nominal Pd/Ag molar ratio in
the nanoparticles) was dependent on the amount of PVP used in the synthesis. It was found that,
under the conditions used in that synthesis, Pd/Ag ratio decreased with the amount of PVP, which was
related to the relative interaction of Pd and Ag with the polymer molecules. In that study, the catalyst
synthesised with a Pd/Ag ratio of 1/2 and PVP/Pd of 1/1 was the most active among those studied,
achieving an initial TOF value as high as 855 h−1 at 75 ◦C.
The importance of using composition-controlled monodisperse AgPd nanoparticles in attaining
good catalytic performance was also pointed out by Sun et al. [73]. In that study, AgPd nanoparticles
with an average size of 2.2 ± 0.1 nm were synthesised by co-reduction of metal precursors in oleylamine
(OAm), oleic acid (OA) and 1-octadecene (ODE), and they were subsequently loaded on Ketjen carbon
for their evaluation as heterogeneous catalysts in the decomposition of FA. The following composition
of the nanoparticles was assessed: Pd, Ag25Pd75, Ag42Pd58, Ag52Pd48, Ag60Pd40, Ag80Pd20, and Ag.
Control of the nanoparticle size was achieved by means of modifying the content of OA used in the
synthesis. High total metal contents were used for the synthesis of the supported catalysts (i.e. 17 wt. %
AgPd, 19 wt. % Pd, and 18 wt. % Ag, for C-AgPd, C-Pd, and C-Ag catalysts, respectively). Except for
the sample with larger Ag content, all bimetallic systems displayed enhanced performance with respect
to the monometallic counterpart, which was particularly important in C-Ag42Pd58 (initial TOF of
382 h−1 at 50 ◦C). Such enhancement was attributed to the small size of the nanoparticle (2.2 ± 0.1 and
4.5 ± 0.2 nm, for AgPd and Pd nanoparticles, respectively) and the synergistic Ag-Pd effect in the alloy
catalysts. An aspect to highlight of that study is that the reusability tests revealed that around 90% of
the initial activity of the catalysts was preserved after four consecutive catalytic runs.
Cheng et al. also investigated the performance of monodisperse PdAg-based bimetallic catalysts for
the decomposition of FA by following a similar synthetic strategy [70]. In that case, AgPd nanoparticles
(average nanoparticle size of 3.0 ± 0.2 nm) were prepared by co-reduction of AgNO3 and Pd(acac)2
in OAm, OA and ODE, and using tert-butylamine borane (BH3·C4H11N, TBB) as a reducing agent.
The as-synthesised nanoparticles were subsequently loaded on graphene to obtain AgPd/graphene
catalysts with various compositions of the nanoparticles (Ag92Pd8/graphene, Ag86Pd14/graphene,
Ag74Pd26/graphene, Ag51Pd49/graphene, and Ag41Pd59/graphene). Monometallic counterpart catalysts
were also synthesised as references. The formation of alloy nanoparticles was confirmed by
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) analysis and UV–vis spectra, in which the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) of Ag located at 427 nm decreased considerably upon alloying with Pd. Among those
compositions assessed, Ag74Pd26/graphene displayed the highest TOF value (572 h−1, at room
temperature). In addition, a catalyst with the same composition of the nanoparticles and supported
on Ketjen carbon was also evaluated and it showed inferior performance than Ag74Pd26/graphene,
which indicated the positive role of graphene as a 2D support in promoting the mass transport and
electron transfer. Furthermore, it was also observed that the reducing agent used (TBB) was crucial in
attaining monodisperse AgPd nanoparticles. The use of different reducing agents (i.e. triethylamine
borane (TEB) or methylamine borane (MeAB)) resulted in larger nanoparticles and the subsequent
activity decay. It that case, as in most of the catalysts reported so far for the decomposition of FA,
the reusability was shown to be the critical point to be enhanced.
Apart from the reducing agent used in the synthesis and the presence of capping agents,
the selection of suitable catalytic support is a well-known option for attaining small and well-dispersed
metal nanoparticles. For instance, Jiang et al. selected reduced graphene oxide (rGO) as excellent
support and powerful dispersion agent of bimetallic AgPd nanoparticles prepared by co-reduction
of AgNO3 and Na2PdCl4 with NaBH4 [65]. TEM analysis revealed that the supported Ag0.1Pd0.9
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nanoparticles had an average size of 6 nm, while severe aggregation was found for the counterpart
free-nanoparticles. It was claimed that oxygen functional groups present in GO (i.e. carboxylic,
carbonyl, and hydroxyl) were pivotal for controlling the size of the nanoparticles. In addition,
XPS analysis revealed the strong metal-support interaction existing in the final catalysts. As results of
those features, Ag0.1Pd0.9/rGO generated a large volume of gas (H2 and CO2) and an initial TOF of
105.2 h−1 at 25 ◦C, which was much larger than that of the free nanoparticles counterpart. The role
of the support was confirmed by evaluating the catalytic performance of a physical mixture of rGO
and Ag0.1Pd0.9. The decayed activity observed in that case was indicative of the important synergistic
effect between support and nanoparticles and its role in attaining well-dispersed nanoparticles with
better ability for boosting the production of H2 from FA.
In an attempt to explore the behaviour of new carbon materials, Wang et al. investigated the
utilisation of metal-organic framework (MOF) derived porous carbon as support of AgPd catalysts [71].
In that case, MOF-5 was used as precursor and template for the synthesis of nanoporous carbon via
direct carbonisation at different temperatures (i.e. 700, 800, 900, 1000 ◦C), and AgPd nanoparticles
were subsequently deposited from AgNO3 and H2PdCl4. Nanoparticles with fixed composition
were supported on carbon obtained from the calcination of MOF-5-C at different temperatures
(catalysts denoted as Ag3Pd12/MOF-5-C-700, Ag3Pd12/MOF-5-C-800, Ag3Pd12/MOF-5-C-1000).
Furthermore, a carbon-supported catalyst using Vulcan XC-72 (Ag3Pd12/XC-72) and catalysts
using MOF-5-C-900 with various Ag/Pd ratios, were also prepared for comparison purposes
(Pd15/MOF-5-C-900, Ag6Pd9/MOF-5-C-900, and Ag15/MOF-5-C-900), being the total metal loading
of 15 wt.% in all cases. Catalyst Ag3Pd12/MOF-5-C-900 displayed the best performance among the
investigated catalysts, with an initial TOF value of 854 h−1 at 30 ◦C. The results of the catalytic
tests together with the characterisation of the samples make the authors of that study claim that the
improved performance displayed by Ag3Pd12/MOF-5-C-900 as compared to other samples was due to
the composition of the nanoparticles in that sample (i.e. alloy PdAg and monometallic Pd0 and Ag0)
and their small size and good dispersion on the support. In addition, the role of sodium formate (SF)
in the final catalytic activity was also studied by using various FA/SF ratios in the reaction medium
(i.e. 1/1, 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4). It was postulated that the presence of SF increased the likelihood of contact
between metal active sites and formate ions, which would, therefore, accelerate the kinetics of the FA
decomposition reaction. A similar conclusion had previously been extracted by Cai et al. [87], who
demonstrated that hydrogen produced by direct formate hydrolysis (HCOO− + H2O→ H2 + HCO3−)
was negligible (while using only formate ion in absence of FA in the reaction mixture), while the
presence of formate greatly promoted the dehydrogenation of FA in FA/SF mixtures. Such beneficial
effect was claimed to be due to the induction of a favourable adsorption orientation of FA on the
catalysts to favour the dehydrogenation pathway in presence of formate ions. Moreover, the role of
formate as reaction intermediate was also mentioned.
As for the morphology of the metal active phase, most of the studies reports on the use of
sphere-shaped or cubo-octahedral “solid” nanoparticles with a relative low ratio of metal surface atoms
in the total nanostructure. Decreasing the nanoparticle size is a well-known strategy for increasing the
surface atoms exposed in the nanoparticles, but such an approach does not always lead to enhanced
catalytic performances [88]. In some cases, the higher reactivity of smaller nanoparticles favours
the adsorption of reaction intermediates, which leads to space exclusion and block the active sites,
ultimately resulting in poorer catalytic activities as compared to less reactive larger nanoparticles [88].
Some other investigations are focused on increasing the ratio of surface-active sites by constructing
other nanostructures. For example, Chen et al. reported on the preparation of graphene-supported
AgPd hollow nanoparticles [68]. A one-pot wet-chemical co-reduction of GO and metal precursors was
used in that case using trisodium citrate dihydrate as the stabiliser and L-ascorbic acid (L-AA) as the
reducing agent (see Figure 1). Such a synthetic approach afforded the development of sphere-shaped
hollow nanoparticles with a thin wall of 5 nm and an average size of 18 nm, which were well-dispersed
on the surface of the catalyst (catalysts denoted as AgPd-Hs/G). Pd/G and AgPd/C catalysts were also
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prepared for comparison purposes in that study. XPS analysis revealed the existence of Pd0, PdO and
Ag0 in AgPd-Hs/G. It was also observed that AgPd nanoparticles acted as nanoscaled spacers by
increasing the interlayer spacing between graphene sheets and avoiding graphene layers stacking.
In addition, it was also demonstrated that the formation of AgPd alloy nanoparticles was assisted by
GO and the use of additives such as trisodium citrate dihydrate since such structures were not formed
upon utilisation of other supports or in absence of additives. Regarding the catalytic activity, it was
observed that AgPd-Hs/G generated as much as twice of the volume of gas generated by AgPd/C,
which further confirmed the suitability of graphene as catalytic support in the present application.
Besides, the importance of the hollow structure, in which most of the atoms are located on the surface
of the nanoparticles, was also evidenced by comparison with a AgPd/G counterpart catalyst.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration for the preparation of AgPd-Hs/G. The preparation involves the redox
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Zheng et al. studied the synergetic effects of PdAg nanoparticles in the decomposition of FA by
using two-dimensional ultrathin PdAg bimetallic nanosheets as model catalysts [66]. Such structures
were selected to study the Pd-Ag synergic effect because, as in the case of hollow bimetallic
nanostructures previously mentioned [68], they have a high fraction of active sites on the surface.
Furthermore, the relation between the structure and the catalytic performance displayed by the
nanosheets can be easily analysed due to the presence of a simple type of active sites. The preparation
of PdAg bimetallic nanosheets (PdAg BNSs) was carried out in two steps.
Firstly, Pd NSs with hexagonal morphology were obtained from Pd(acac)2, and after that,
different contents of Ag (i.e. Pd/Ag ratios of 2/1, 1/1, 1/2, and 1/10) were chemically deposited on
the as-prepared Pd NSs by using AgNO3 and sodium citrate as metal precursor and reducing agent,
respectively. The role of citrate in the synthesis was a key aspect for attaining alloy structures, due to
its strong coordinating ability with Ag+ and Pd2+. The resulting PdAg BNSs preserved hexagonal
morphology, but their thickness increased (as compared to Pd NSs) with the Ag content. After that,
the obtained PdAg BNSs were loaded onto Vulcan XC-72 carbon to have a final Pd content of 5 wt.%
in all cases (catalysts denoted as C-PdAg). In addition, monometallic Pd NSs (with a thickness of
1.8 nm and an average diameter of 85 nm) were also loaded on carbon (C-Pd) to check their activity
in the reaction under evaluation. It was observed that C-Pd displayed a very poor activity and
durability, which was attributed to the adsorption of CO produced via dehydration reaction on Pd
(111) surface. The results of the catalytic performance achieved by C-PdAg catalysts is depicted in
Figure 2. As can be seen in Figure 2a,b, the catalytic activity strongly depended on the composition
of the catalysts, being optimum for C-PdAg with a ratio of 1/1. Further addition of Ag caused
a marked activity decay due to excessive coverage of Pd active sites. The prominent catalytic activity
of that sample was explained in terms of electronic promotion of Pd by Ag in the bimetallic structure.
Besides, the activation energy of that catalyst was determined from experiments done at different
temperatures (Figure 2c,d). Cyclic voltammograms (CV), CO stripping measurements and in-situ FTIR
analysis helped to correlate the catalytic activity with the ability against CO poisoning.
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FA + 0.5 M SF in the presence of 50 mg C-PdAg BNSs with different Ag/Pd ratios (5 wt. % Pd for all
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under different temperatures. (d) Arrhenius plot (ln (TOF) vs.1/T). Reprinted with permission from [66].
3.2. N-Doped Carbon-based PdAg Catalysts
The utilisation of “functional support” has widely been reported as an interesting option for
achieving catalysts with tailored properties. As for the catalysts based on monometallic Pd nanoparticles,
it was observed that the addition of nitrogen atoms into the carbon matrix promoted the electrical
conductivity of the resulting material and serves as sites for the immobilisation of metal through
strengthening the metal-support interaction. Furthermore, it has also been noted that, due to their
basic character, nitrogen atoms can actively participate in the dehydrogenation of FA [16,53,57,89–91].
Then, due to the positive role of the addition of nitrogen functional groups in the support, it has also
been a very fruitfully investigated strategy for the enhancement of the final performance of PdAg-based
catalysts while considering supports of diverse nature.
Qui et al. demonstrated the suitability of nitrogen-modified carbon material as support of
PdAg catalysts for the decomposition of FA [67]. In that case, nitrogen modified reduced graphene
oxide (N-rGO) was used and catalysts with diverse nanoparticle compositions (i.e. Pd2Ag1/N-rGO,
Pd1Ag1/N-rGO, Pd1Ag2/N-rGO, Pd1Ag4/N-rGO, Pd1Ag6/N-rGO, Pd1Ag8/N-rGO) were prepared
from AgNO3 and Pd(NO3)2. The analysis of the characterisation results suggested that Pd atoms
were more prone to be at the surface of the nanoparticles, which was not explained by the standard
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electrode potential of the pairs Pd2+/Pd and Ag+/Ag (0.951 V and 0.800 V, vs. SHE, respectively).
Then, such Pd surface enrichment was related to the reducing ability of N-rGO for pre-forming Ag
particles. Interestingly, it was shown in that study that low Pd-loading catalyst (Pd1Ag6/N-rGO) was
able to achieve a relatively high TOF value (171 h−1) at room temperature. Etemadi el at. reported on the
utilisation of Ag-core Pd-shell nanoparticles supported on nitrogen-doped graphene carbon nanotube
aerogel (Ag@Pd/N-GCNT) [69]. In that study graphene and CNTs were integrated into a hybrid aerogel,
which was subsequently loaded with Ag and Pd in consecutive steps, to obtain controlled composition
core-shell nanoparticles (i.e. Ag1@Pd2/N-GCNT, Ag1@Pd1/N-GCNT, Ag2@Pd1/N-GCNT, Ag/N-GCNT,
and Pd/N-GCNT). It was observed that, aside from the N-sites, graphene carbon nanotube aerogel
had additional stabilisation points for the nanoparticles that prevent their aggregation. In that case,
catalysts with a Ag/Pd molar ratio 1/1 displayed the best activity among the investigated composition,
with a TOF value of 413 h−1 at 25 ◦C.
Wang et al. analysed the catalytic performance of AgPd nanoparticles loaded on N-doped porous
carbon synthesised from the carbonisation of a zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF-8) at various
temperatures (i.e. 800, 900, and 1000 ◦C) [86]. The schematic illustration of the steps followed in
the preparation of AgPd-based catalysts supported on nanoporous carbon (AgPd@NPC) is depicted
in Figure 6.
The analysis of the composition of the catalysts indicated that the final Zn content decreased as the
carbonisation temperature increased (7.49, 1.69, and 0.55 wt.% for nanoporous carbon obtained at 800,
900 and 1000 ◦C, respectively). XPS analysis demonstrated that there was an important interaction and
electron transfer between Zn and alloy AgPd nanoparticles. The catalytic performance was assessed
while checking the effect of both the composition of the nanoparticles and the temperature used in
the carbonisation of carbon precursor. It was observed that both parameters played key roles. On the
one hand, it was shown that, for a fixed carbonisation temperature, the catalyst with a composition of
Ag1Pd4 displayed the most promising behaviour. On the other hand, the comparison of catalysts with
Ag1Pd4 and loaded on carbon prepared at different temperatures revealed that the nanoporous carbon
prepared at 900 ◦C was most suitable in this particular case. As a consequence of the optimisation
of both parameters, Ag1Pd4@ZIF8-C (900) catalyst displayed the best performance among those
investigated with a 100% of selectivity and a TOF value of 936 h−1 at 80 ◦C. Furthermore, that catalyst
showed outstanding recyclability during five consecutive reaction runs.
Yamashita et al. also reported on the investigation of PdAg catalysts supported on N-containing
carbon material [15]. Their study was centred in the development of efficient dual catalysts
towards the reversible delivery/storage of H2 in FA/CO2. For that, PdAg nanoparticles loaded
on phenylamine-functionalised mesoporous carbon (PdAg/amine-MSC) were synthesised from
Pd(NO3)2 and AgNO3. The experimental approach followed in that study produced amine-MSC with
a concentration of amine groups of around 0.57 mmol g−1. Reference samples were also prepared
(Pd/MSC, Pd/amine-MSC, and PdAg/MSC). The characterisation of PdAg/amine-MSC revealed the
presence of bimetallic alloy nanoparticles with an average size of 1.2 nm and homogeneous distribution
of both elements. It was also suggested that metal nanoparticles were loaded near the amine
groups and that such functionalisation favoured the formation of Ag-core rich and Pd-shell rich
nanoparticles. As a result of such features, PdAg/amine-MSC showed an excellent catalytic activity
with a TOF value as high as 5638 h−1 at 75 ◦C, which was much superior to that value obtained for
the reference catalysts. The role of phenylamine in the catalytic performance was investigated by
DFT calculations, which revealed that both reaction steps, O-H dissociation and H2 desorption were
boosted by such N-groups.
Wang et al. recently addressed a study in which the importance of the support morphology
was investigated by preparing AgPd catalysts supported on N-decorated porous carbon nanosheets
prepared from glucose and g-C3N4 by a template-induced strategy [79]. The lamellar structure
obtained served as support of AgPd nanoparticles with compositions of Ag1Pd9/NPC, Ag3Pd7/NPC,
Ag5Pd5/NPC, Ag7Pd3/NPC, Ag9Pd1/NPC, Pd/NPC, and Ag/NPC. Among them, Ag1Pd9/NPC was
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the most active catalyst. It was observed that the amount of template (g-C3N4) used in the synthesis
did not have any effect on the catalysis of the resulting materials, while the morphology and surface
properties of the support (which were varied by controlling the synthesis conditions) had a pivotal role
in the final performance of the catalysts.
3.3. Metal Oxide-containing Carbon-based PdAg Catalysts
The presence of metal oxides can provide a basic character to carbon-supported catalysts. Also, it is
known that certain metal oxides may enhance the final catalytic performance by serving as sites for the
preferable adsorption of CO, and/or modifying the electronic properties of the metal nanoparticles.
Xu’s group reported on the utilisation of multicomponent PdAg catalysts with rGO, in which
the presence of a metal oxide benefited the formation of electron-rich PdAg species [32]. In that case,
zirconia/porous carbon/reduced graphene oxide (ZrO2/C/rGO) nanocomposites derived from MOF
(UiO-66)/GO were synthesised by using the experimental approach illustrated in Figure 3. The effect
of the composition of the nanoparticles was assessed by preparing catalysts with different Pd to Ag
molar ratios (i.e. Pd0.9Ag0.1, Pd0.7Ag0.3, Pd0.6Ag0.4, Pd0.5Ag0.5, Pd0.4Ag0.4, and Pd0.2Ag0.8), as well
as the monometallic counterparts. The evaluation of the catalytic activity at 60 ◦C suggested that,
under the experimental conditions used in that study, the optimum composition of the nanoparticles
was Pd0.6Ag0.4 and the further addition of Pd resulted in a lower activity. The best-performing catalysts
among the investigated (Pd0.6Ag0.4@ZrO2/C/rGO) showed a TOF value of 4500 h−1 (at 60 ◦C) and 100%
selectivity towards the dehydrogenation reaction. Such outstanding performance was ascribed to the
small size and high dispersion of the nanoparticles as well as the electron-rich PdAg surface species.
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Following Xu’s work [32], ang et al. studied the performance of PdAg catalysts supported on
N-doped porous carbon embedded ZrO2 nanohybrids obtained from UiO materials after calcination at
temperatures ranging from 700 to 1000 ◦C (PdAg@ZrO2/C) [81]. XRD analysis was used to determine
the phase of zirconia present for each synthesis temperature (i.e. amorphous at 700 ◦C, and monoclinic
(m-ZrO2) and tetragonal (t-ZrO2) at higher temperatures). Additional catalysts with various supports
(t-ZrO2, carbon-free ZrO2, pure carbon black, N-doped porous carbon, and N-free ZrO2/C) were
prepared to get insight into the role of ZrO2. Detailed characterisation of the catalysts revealed that
there were oxygen vacancies in ZrO2, which were formed due to the oxygen transfer from ZrO2 to
N-carbon. Furthermore, the relative basicity of the catalysts was also investigated, and the results
obtained indicated that the catalysts prepared by carbonisation at 900 ◦C had the largest content of basic
sites. Such observation was consistent with its better catalytic performance as compared to the rest
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of the samples under evaluation. The enhanced activity displayed by ZrO2-containing catalysts was
ascribed to the role of that oxide in both modifying the electronic properties of metal nanoparticles by
creating surface electron-rich PdAg nanoparticles, as well as in providing basicity to the final materials.
Recently, Lu et al. designed carbon-supported metal oxide-containing PdAg catalysts with
outstanding catalytic performance [72]. In that case, the advantage of the basic character of CeO2
and interface properties optimisation by the strong coordination between that oxide and metals
was taken into account to fabricate efficient PdAg-CeO2 catalysts supported on mesoporous carbon
(PdAg-CeO2/MC). The mesoporosity of the selected carbon was claimed to benefit the mass transfer
process and increase the reaction kinetics. Catalysts were obtained from a surfactant-free co-reduction
approach using Na2PdCl4, AgNO3, and Ce(NO3)3·6H2O, as metal precursors, and NaBH4 as a reducing
agent. Both Pd to Ag ratio (i.e. Pd0.9Ag0.1, Pd0.7Ag0.3, Pd0.4Ag0.4, and Pd0.5Ag0.5) and CeO2 to
carbon ratio were varied. In addition, carbon-free and CeO2-free catalysts were also assessed as
reference materials. According to the characterisation results, PdAg-CeO2 composite was formed
on the surface of the carbon material. XPS analysis confirmed the presence of Ce3+, revealing the
formation of oxygen vacancies that serve as defects to coordinate with the carbon support and metals.
Furthermore, the comparison with CeO2-free catalyst revealed that the presence of such oxide decreased
the crystallinity of PdAg nanoparticles, thus resulting in the formation of more active site on the surface
of the nanoparticles. The resulting catalysts were assessed towards the dehydrogenation of FA using
sodium formate (SF, HCOONa) as an additive (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. (a) Volume of the generated gas (H2 + CO2) versus time and (b) the corresponding TOF
values for FA dehydrogenation in a FA-SF solution at 30 ◦C over PdAg, PdAg-CeO2, PdAg/MC and
PdAg-CeO2/MC catalysts, respectively (nFA/nSF = 1/6; n(Pd+Ag):nFA = 0.033); (c) Catalytic performance
of the PdAg-CeO2/MC catalysts with different Pd/Ag molar ratios for FA dehydrogenation at 30 ◦C in
a FA-SFs solution (nFA /nSF = 1/6; n(Pd+Ag) : nFA = 0.033); (d) Catalytic performance of the optimised
Pd0.8Ag0.2-CeO2/MC catalyst for FA dehydrogenation at 30 ◦C in FA-SF solutions with different FA/SF
molar ratios. Reprinted with permission from [72].
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Figure 4a depicts the gas evolution profiles of the studied systems, which, together with TOF values
displayed in Figure 4b, points out the superiority of the multicomponent catalyst. PdAg-CeO2/MC
catalyst had a TOF of 2272.8 h−1, which was more than 8 times that of PdAg and much higher than the
sum of the individual components (i.e. PdAg-CeO2 and PdAg/MC), which demonstrated the synergistic
effect between mesoporous carbon and PdAg via modification with CeO2. Additionally, the effect of
the Pd to Ag ratio in the nanoparticles was investigated and, as observed in Figure 4c, the optimum
value was found to be 8/2.
The beneficial role of CeO2 in the decomposition of FA over carbon-based catalysts had been
previously observed by other authors while investigating the use of Pd–Au/C and Pd–Ag/C catalysts [92].
In that study, the composition of the nanoparticles was firstly optimised by assessing the activity of Pd/C,
Pd-Ag/C, Pd-Au/C, and Pd-Cu/C catalysts at 92 ◦C. The results of the gas evolution profiles indicated
the superior performance of Pd-Ag/C and Pd-Au/C, which was related to the weaker interaction of
Ag and Au with CO molecules. In that case, even though an enhanced activity was observed upon
addition of CeO2, the reason for such improvement was not deeply analysed.
A more complex system was designed by Kim et al. [75]. In that study, bimetallic PdAg catalysts
loaded on Fe3O4/nitrogen-doped reduced graphene oxide (PdAg/Fe3O4/N-rGO) were prepared.
The motivation of the preparation of such multicomponent catalysts was to obtain a dual-functional
catalyst for the generation of H2 from FA and the subsequent utilisation of the generated H2 for the
selective defunctionalisation of lignin-derived chemicals. The incorporation of N heteroatoms was
claimed to favour the anchoring of the nanoparticles and promote the dehydrogenation reaction,
while Fe3O4 was incorporated to achieve easy separation of the catalysts. The final catalysts were
deeply characterised by means of microscopic analysis, which confirmed the good dispersion of the
metallic phases and the formation of PdAg alloys (See Figure 5). The resulting Pd50Ag50/Fe3O4/N-rGO
displayed a TOF of 497 h−1 (at 50 ◦C) and CO was not detected.
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3.4. PdAg Catalysts Supported on Non-carbon Materials
Besides the catalyst supports based on carbon materials, some other interesting materials have
been employed as support of PdAg nanoparticles to prepare catalysts for the dehydrogenation of FA.
Motivated by the excellent performance achieved by those N-containing carbon-based catalysts,
Lei et al. investigated the suitability of graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) as support for the preparation
of efficient PdAg-based catalysts [74]. Bimetallic AgPd nanoparticles were supported on g-C3N4,
previously prepared from melamine, by impregnation of metal precursors in different proportions and
subsequent reduction in liquid phase with NaBH4, so that catalysts with various compositions of the
nanoparticles (Ag4Pd96/g-C3N4, Ag9Pd91/g-C3N4, Ag16Pd84/g-C3N4, Ag21Pd79/g-C3N4, Ag/g-C3N4,
and Pd/g-C3N4) were obtained. The characterisation of the samples confirmed the presence of small
and homogeneously distributed alloy nanoparticles. Among analysed samples, Ag9Pd91/g-C3N4
exhibited the most promising performance with a TOF value as high as 480 h−1 at 50 ◦C and 100% of
selectivity towards the production of H2.
Jia et al. also reported on the use of g-C3N4-based catalysts [82]. In that case, g-C3N4,
synthesised from urea, was impregnated with Ag and Pd precursors to obtain catalysts with the
following compositions: Ag1Pd2/CN, Ag1Pd4/CN, Ag1Pd1/CN, Ag2Pd1/CN, Ag/CN, and Pd/CN.
The characterisation of the catalysts indicated that, in that case, electron-deficient Pd species were
present. Such species were attributed to the formation of covalent Pd-Npyridinic bonds. The results
of the catalytic tests revealed that Ag1Pd2/CN was the most active sample and had a TOF value of
621 h−1 at 75 ◦C in absence of additives.
Wan et al. also addressed the use of g-C3N4 as a useful approach to afford highly efficient catalysts
for the present application [77]. In that case, the preparation of the catalysts was via immobilisation
of g-C3N4 within the channel of SBA-15 and subsequent deposition of AgPd nanoparticles with
various Ag to Pd ratios (Ag/Pd ratios of 1:9, 2:8, 3:7, 1:0, and 0:1) by a co-reduction method.
Furthermore, g-C3N4 content was also optimised. The results of the catalytic tests revealed that
sample Ag10Pd90/0.2CND/SBA-15 displayed superior activity with a TOF value of 893 h−1 at 50 ◦C.
Despite their poor stability in water, the utilisation of MOF-based catalysts was also investigated
for the decomposition of FA by synthesising immobilised or embedded bimetallic metal nanoparticles.
Cheng et al. reported for the first time the use of MOF as support of catalysts for this application [84].
In that study, MIL-101 was selected due to its high specific surface area, high thermal stability,
and high chemical stability in water. MIL-101 was loaded with metal nanoparticles of various
compositions (Ag20Pd80@MIL-101, Ag35Pd65@MIL-101, Ag48Pd52@MIL-101, Ag63Pd37@MIL-101,
Ag78Pd22@MIL-101, Ag@MIL-101, and Pd@MIL-101) by using H2PdCl4 and AgNO3 as metal precursors,
after which the crystallinity of the support was preserved. The results extracted from TEM and N2
adsorption measurements revealed that the metal nanoparticles were immobilised into the cavities
of the support. As expected, the activity of the catalysts was dependent on the composition of the
nanoparticle, being optimum for Ag20Pd80@MIL-101 catalyst, which had a TOF value of 848 h−1
at 80 ◦C. In addition, the synergy between AgPd nanoparticles and the support was confirmed by
comparison with reference catalysts.
The same research group also reported on the synergistic catalytic properties of AgPd
nanoparticles encapsulated in the cages of ZIF-8 (AgPd@ZIF-8) by checking the activity of catalysts
with different Ag/Pd ratio (Ag18Pd82@ZIF-8, Ag25Pd75@ZIF-8, Ag48Pd52@ZIF-8, Ag58Pd42@ZIF-8,
Ag76Pd24@ZIF-8, Ag@ZIF-8, and Pd@ZIF-8) that were synthesised by solution infiltration of ZIF-8
with the metal precursors and subsequent treatment with NaBH4 [83]. To ascertain the role of
the support, Ag18Pd82 supported on carbon, SiO2, and Al2O3 were also prepared. In that case,
sample Ag18Pd82@ZIF-8 had a considerable enhanced catalytic performance as compared to the
monometallic Pd analogue, while higher content of Ag in the nanoparticles resulted in poorer
performances. Moreover, the recyclability tests revealed that Ag18Pd82@ZIF-8 was still active after five
catalytic runs and that the integrity of the framework of ZIF-8 was preserved. It was postulated in that
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study that the results displayed by Ag18Pd82@ZIF-8 were a consequence of the strong molecular-scale
synergy of AgPd alloy with small size (1.6 ± 0.2 nm).
Zhu et. al fabricated a core-shell AgPd@MOF catalyst based on MIL-100(Fe) and synthesised
by a one-pot strategy [63]. The approach followed afforded the preparation of materials with
uniform shape and controllable size, in which a uniform MIL-100(Fe) shell is coating the AgPd core.
The synthetic method consisted in the formation of MIL-100(Fe) on the surface of the PVP-modified
AgPd nanoparticles. The sizes of core and shell could be easily controlled by adjusting the concentration
of the precursors used in the synthesis. In the case of AgPd nanoparticles, their sizes ranged from
14 to 86 nm, while the shell thickness varied from 7 to 118 nm. It was observed that the thickness
of MIL-100(Fe) played an important role in the final catalytic performance. Thus, catalysts with
the thinnest shell displayed the highest activity because of the fast mass transfer of FA molecules
to the embedded metallic nanoparticles. Furthermore, the importance of the arrangement of AgPd
nanoparticles and MIL-100(Fe) in a core-shell structure was also demonstrated. It was claimed
that MIL-100(Fe) shell adsorbed FA molecules close to the active metal nanoparticles, favouring,
therefore, the efficient contact between FA molecules and active sites that ultimately improved the
catalytic performance.
A step further was taken by Gao et al., who explored the catalytic response of AgPd alloy
nanoparticles encapsulated within an amine-functionalised UiO-66 (AgPd@NH2-UiO-66) [85]. In that
case, the nitrogen functionalisation served as anchoring points for Ag and Pd precursor, which were
immobilised within the pores via electrostatic interaction with N-groups (See Figure 7). Catalysts with
a molar ratio Ag:Pd of 1:4, 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, 4:1, 1:0 and 0:1, and high metal content (ranging from 3.80 to
13.10 wt. %, and from 3.40 to 12.59 wt. %, for Ag and Pd, respectively) were synthesised by following
the same experimental approach. Among investigated, Ag1Pd4@NH2-UiO-66 was the best-performing
catalyst for the dehydrogenation of FA, with an initial TOF of 893 h−1 at 80 ◦C and without any additive.
It was assumed in that study that the promising catalytic performance shown by the studied system
was due to the good dispersion of small AgPd nanoparticles and the basic properties of amino groups
present in the catalyst.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 26 
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In an attempt to apply different AgPd-based catalytic structures for the reaction under study,
Tsuji et al. investigated the catalytic activity of AgPd-core Pd-shell nanoparticles supported on TiO2
prepared by a multistep method assisted by MW irradiation at different irradiation times (30 min,
1 h, or 2 h, for AgPd@Pd/TiO2 (30 min), AgPd@Pd/TiO2 (1 h), and AgPd@Pd/TiO2 (2 h) catalysts,
respectively) so as to have different extent of alloying of the AgPd core [93]. The characterisation of the
samples revealed that all catalysts had very similar nanoparticle size, composition and morphology
regardless of the heating time. XPS analysis confirmed the presence of Ag-Pd alloy in the interface of
Ag-rich core and Pd-shell. Aside from that, it was also suggested that there was an electron transfer
from the support to Ag and Pd. The dependence of the ability for the dehydrogenation of FA and the
extent of alloying of the AgPd core was investigated with samples of various compositions Ag100-xPdx
(x = 7, 10, and 15) @Pd/TiO2 and a similar average nanoparticles size of 4.6 nm. It was observed that
the best catalytic activity was displayed by Ag93Pd7@Pd/TiO2.
Akbayrak recently reported on the utilisation of tungsten (VI) oxide, WO3, which was selected due
to its multiple oxidation states (that favour the electron transfer between support and nanoparticles)
and strong metal-support interaction (SMSI) [76]. Catalysts with various compositions of the
nanoparticles (Ag0.25Pd/WO3, Ag0.5Pd/WO3, Ag0.75Pd/WO3, Ag1.0Pd/WO3, Ag1.5Pd/WO3, Ag0.25/WO3)
were prepared via a co-impregnation method. Among investigated, Ag0.25Pd/WO3 was the optimum
catalyst but, despite the good activity shown in the first reaction run (TOF value of 683 h−1 at 50 ◦C),
the second catalytic run evidenced its lack reusability due to aggregation of AgPd nanoparticles.
An et al. investigated the catalytic behaviour of amine-functionalized SBA-15
(SBA-15-Amine)-supported bimetallic AgPd nanoparticles [78]. According to the experimental
methodology used in that study, 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) was used as amine source
and the resulting SBA-15-Amine was loaded with Ag and Pd precursors in different proportions to
obtain Pd/SBA-15-Amine, Ag1Pd9/SBA-15-Amine, Ag3Pd7/SBA-15-Amine, Ag5Pd5/SBA-15-Amine,
Ag7Pd3/SBA-15-Amine, and Ag/SBA-15-Amine catalysts. It was observed that samples with moderate
contents of Ag (i.e. Ag1Pd9/SBA-15-Amine, Ag3Pd7/SBA-15-Amine) showed enhanced performance
as compared to Pd monometallic analogue, while higher Ag loading led to worsened activities.
In particular, Ag1Pd9/SBA-15-Amine was shown to have the highest TOF among the investigated
(964 h−1 at 50 ◦C), which was attributed to a molecular-scale synergistic effect of the AgPd alloy.
Zahmakiran et al. reported on a catalytic architecture based on bimetallic PdAg alloy and MnOx
nanoparticles supported on amine-grafted silica (PdAg-MnOx/N-SiO2) prepared from Pd(NO3)·2H2O,
AgNO3, and Mn(NO3)2·4H2O as metal precursors, and 3-triethoxysilylpropylamine as the nitrogen
source [62]. That investigation was based on a previous study of the same research group, in which
the positive effect of MnOx as CO “trap” was observed [94]. Lately, they reported more complex
catalysts based on bimetallic nanoparticles by using the same concept as that used for the monometallic
system. Among the investigated compositions, catalysts with a composition of Pd0.44Ag0.19Mn0.37 (i.e.,
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1.27, 0.57, and 0.54 wt. % of Pd, Ag, and Mn, respectively) displayed the best catalytic performance.
Furthermore, the comparison with the monometallic and binary counterpart catalysts confirmed the
pivotal role of Ag in avoiding deactivation of the catalysts due to the generation of poison reaction
by-products. In addition, control samples were also prepared by a physical mixture of the individual
components (i.e. Pd/N-SiO2, Ag/N-SiO2, Mn/N-SiO2), whose inferior catalytic activity confirmed
that the synergistic effect observed for Pd0.44Ag0.19-Mn0.37/N-SiO2 is linked to the proximity of the
components. A remarkable aspect of that catalytic system, is that it displayed total conversion of FA
and high selectivity at room temperature and in absence of additives, and it retained 86% of the initial
activity after five consecutive reaction runs. The effect of grafted amine groups was also investigated,
observing that, under the experimental conditions used, the optimum amine loading was 0.98 mmol
NH2/g. It was claimed that the positive effect of -NH2 groups was related to the FA adsorption/storage
process and the formation of PdAg and MnOx nanoparticles on the surface of the support. In addition,
the beneficial effect of MnOx was related to its ability to serve as a “pinning/anchoring site” for CO
molecules, avoiding, therefore, the poisoning of PdAg catalytic active sites. Later, Wang et al. also
incorporated MnOx to the synthesis of the catalytic system used for the dehydrogenation of FA [80].
In that case, AgPd–MnOx supported on carbon nanospheres derived from biomass (i.e. sucrose)
were investigated. It was observed that the catalysts displayed a promising activity and selectivity,
with a TOF value of 3558 h−1 at 50 ◦C and with the addition of potassium formate (HCOOK) as
an additive.
3.5. Photocatalytic Decomposition of Formic Acid
Recently, the decomposition of FA has also been tackled from the photocatalytic viewpoint.
This approach is of great interest in the current energy scenario since it could join two aspects of
the realisation of a sustainable energy future: the utilisation of sunlight, as a green and abundant
energy source, and the production of hydrogen from a molecule that is potentially suitable for the
carbon-neutral energy storage system. Despite its interest, few studies have been reported so far on the
utilisation of photocatalytic systems based on PdAg bimetallic nanoparticles for the dehydrogenation
of FA. Most of those studies address the use of the so-called Mott–Schottky heterojunctions, formed by
a semiconductor support and metal nanoparticles, but some other strategies, such as the use of capping
agents [95], can be also found in the literature.
Starting with TiO2, as the photocatalytic material par excellence, Ago et al. investigated the
catalysis of core-shell AgPd nanoparticles supported on TiO2 (AgPd@Pd/TiO2) [96]. As in the previous
study reported by the same group, in which the production of H2 was done by thermal decomposition of
FA [93], the composition of metal nanoparticles was modified by dealloying the core of the nanoparticles
for the preparation of Ag100-xPdx@Pd/TiO2 catalysts, with x = 7, 10, 15. In this case, the most promising
composition of the nanoparticles was Ag93Pd7@Pd/TiO2. Moreover, the effect of the support was also
evaluated by using anatase (A) and the commercial TiO2 P25 (P). The resulting materials had a Pd
shell with a thickness of 0.8 nm for both A and P, and the morphology, size, and composition of the
nanoparticles were similar regardless of the TiO2 used. In order to monitor the photocatalytic response
of the samples, gas evolution profiles were registered while irradiating the samples with a Xe lamp
and heating at 27, 40, 60, 70, and 90 ◦C. For all the temperatures, the performance was superior for the
illuminated samples, but some differences were observed for low and high temperatures. The analysis
of the resulting data revealed that the initial reaction rate was enhanced by a factor of 1.5–1.6 upon
irradiation of AgPd@Pd/TiO2 (A) and AgPd@Pd/TiO2 (P) at 27 ◦C, but such enhancement factor was
1.1–1.2 at 90 ◦C. The differences were claimed to depend on the migration of photogenerated electrons
from TiO2 to Pd. At low reaction temperatures, the electron transfer from the conduction band of
TiO2 to Pd shell takes place due to the difference in work function values (5.1, 4.7, and 4.0 eV for Pd,
Ag, and TiO2, respectively) and such electron-rich species are responsible for the enhancement of the
catalytic performance (See Figure 8). Meanwhile, at higher temperatures, the electrons have higher
migration rate, but the recombination of electron-hole pairs is favoured, leading to the reduction of
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the number of electrons on the Pd surface. Furthermore, the evaluation of the photocatalytic activity
of AgPd@Pd/TiO2 (A) and AgPd@Pd/TiO2 (P) revealed the better performance of the anatase-based
catalyst, which was attributed to the higher specific surface area and strong interaction of anatase
phase with AgPd@Pd particles as well as to the slower electron-hole recombination compared to rutile
phase of P25.
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Visible light-assisted photodecomposition of FA has also been investigated. Stucky et al. reported
their study on AgPd bimetallic nanocrystals supported on g-C3N4 [97]. That support was not only
selected considering its ability for anchoring metal nanoparticles and assisting the dehydrogenation
reaction, but also because of the favourable electron transfer to the metal active phase. In that case,
mesoporous hollow C3N4 spheres were used due to their better photoelectric features and higher
surface area compared with conventional C3N4. Nanoparticles with a Ag:Pd ratio of 1:1 and an
average size of 7.5 ± 1.0 nm were synthesised, and the photocatalytic ability of the resulting materials
towards the H2 production from FA was assessed. The comparison of that catalyst with reference
samples, based on activated carbon and silica, pointed out the importance of the support in achieving
well-dispersed AgPd nanocrystals. XPS analysis also confirmed the electron donation from surface
unsaturated nitrogen atoms of the support to Pd. The formation of such surface electron-rich Pd
species can be further promoted upon illu ination via photoelectron transfer from the support,
which ultimately suppresses the electron-hole pair recombination. As a consequence of such features,
the developed catalyst showed excellent ability towards the dehydrogenation of FA under visible
light irradiation. A set of photocatalysts with similar nanoparticle size and same metal loading was
prepared to evaluate the effect of the composition of the nanoparticles (Ag3Pd, AgPd, AgPd3, and Pd).
It was observed that the catalyst with a composition Ag:Pd of 1:1 displayed the highest TOF among
analysed samples (91 and 254 h−1, under dark and visible light irradiation at 30 ◦C, respectively),
which was much higher than those values calculated for the monometallic analogue catalyst (48 and
137 h−1, respectively).
Yu et. al. recently addressed the fabrication of Mott–Schottky heterojunctions constituted by
PdAg nanowires (NWs) on g-C3N4 [98]. Bimetallic NWs with various Pd/Ag ratio were formed in-situ
on the support to fabricate photocatalysts with various compositions (Pd7Ag3 NWs@g-C3N4, Pd5Ag5
NWs@g-C3N4, Pd3Ag7 NWs@g-C3N4, and Pd NWs@g-C3N4). The characterisation of the resulting
samples revealed that Pd species were electron-enriched due to the electron transfer from both Ag and
g-C3N4. It was reported that O-H bond dissociation was favoured by the presence of electron-rich Pd
species, as well as by the support, which acts as proton scavenger. As expected, the catalytic activity
was strongly dependent on the composition of the nanoparticles, and initial TOF values of 346, 420, 242,
and 105 h−1, were achieved for Pd7Ag3 NWs@g-C3N4, Pd5Ag5 NWs@g-C3N4, Pd3Ag7 NWs@g-C3N4
and Pd NWs@g-C3N4, respectively, while monitoring the reaction under visible light irradiation and at
25 ◦C. Besides, Pd5Ag5 NWs@g-C3N4 was further used to study the effect of the concentration of the
catalysts, the concentration of FA, reaction temperature, and visible light intensity, on the performance
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towards the H2 production. The stability of the photocatalysts was also investigated by carrying
out four consecutive photocatalytic runs, after which the initial activity of Pd5Ag5 NWs@g-C3N4
was preserved.
3.6. Theoretical Investigations
The supremacy of PdAg-catalysts over other compositions of the active metal phase has widely
been demonstrated from experimental investigations but also by theoretical studies. As for many
other reactions [99–102], density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been used to study the
decomposition of FA. Huang et al. reported a DFT study for the decomposition of FA over noble
metals (Pt, Au, Pd, etc.) in both liquid and gas phase [103]. The energy profiles revealed that Pd-based
surfaces favoured the decomposition of FA in the gas phase. However, that model could not be used to
elucidate the decomposition of FA in aqueous phase. To do that, the solvation model of metal was used
to get more realistic insights and the authors assumed that CO2 was dissolved, and it did not have any
influence in surface reactions. Regarding H2 evolution, they considered that homolytic Tafel reaction
played a pivotal role in the decomposition of FA, and it was concluded that the Pd surface displayed
the lowest global energy barrier. Additionally, the authors pointed out that such a model could be used
to study bimetallic alloys. A model cluster with two layers of Pd and two layers of Ag was built to
explain the enhanced behaviour of PdAg bimetallic systems as compared to Pd monometallic catalysts.
An interesting study about transition metal catalysts in the decomposition of FA was reported by
Studt et al. [104]. That study dealt with calculations of the reaction energetics in the decomposition of
FA on transition-metal surfaces (Ag, Cu, Pd, etc.) using DFT. Additionally, that model allowed to get
insights into the kinetics of the decomposition of FA over the transition-metal catalysts. The authors
considered three pathways to produce CO2 and H2, while only one route of dehydration was taken
into consideration (Figure 9).
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All studied surfaces favoured the dehydrogenation rather than the dehydration pathway, and Pd
surfaces displayed lower free-energy barriers than other transition metal surfaces. Other transition
metal surfaces were explored by using the estimated adsorption energies of the species involved in
the reaction over monometallic surfaces. From the TOFs values obtained in the decomposition of FA
towards H2 and CO2, it was observed that monometallic noble metals did not display the best activity.
It was found that Pd-based alloys with Au or Ag led to high selectivity to H2 and CO2 production.
Moreover, the model could predict the low activity toward the CO formation, which is an extremely
important factor for practical application in fuel cells. The selectivity towards either dehydrogenation
or dehydration was studied by Ham et al [105]. The authors reported a theoretical study of PdAg-based
catalysts for the decomposition of FA using the spin-polarized DFT to clarify which factors determine
the selectivity of the reaction. The study was addressed for the evaluation of the impact of the Pd layer
thickness over the enhancement of selectivity towards H2 formation. They realised that the reaction
rate of the dehydrogenation pathway depended on the number of Pd layers covering the Ag substrate,
and the highest activity was attained for the lower thickness of the Pd layer. Furthermore, both lattice
parameters and electronic structure in Pd-Ag catalysts were also discussed. It was observed that
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a charge transfer from Ag substrate to Pd monolayer favoured the dehydrogenation of FA, while strain
effects partially hindered the H2 production.
Cheng et al. recently published a comprehensive study towards the surface engineering structure
of Pd-based alloy catalysts in which the relationship between the surface structure of the catalysts
and their performance in the decomposition of FA was analysed by means of DFT and Sabatier
analysis combined with experimental data [106]. In that case, not only PdAg alloys were analysed,
but seven compositions of the nanoparticles (Pd−M; M = Ag, Au, Cu, Ni, Ir, Pt, and Rh) and five
atomic arrangements (i.e. overlayer structure, core−shell structured Pd@M, core−shell structured
Pd@Pd-M, uniform alloy, and a subsurface structure) were studied (see Figure 10). As a result of that
analysis, two surface structures (i.e. Pd2L@Pd1Ag1 and Pd2L@Pd1Au1) were identified as potential
good candidates to boost the selective dehydrogenation of FA.
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These studies evidence the importance of the theoretical outcomes for the optimisation of the
composition and architecture of binary alloys based on Pd-Ag to obtain high-performance catalysts for
the decomposition of FA.
4. Conclusions
The present review summarises some of the recent works on heterogeneous bimetallic PdAg
catalytic systems for the production of H2 from formic acid. The importance of the target reaction
is contextualised by highlighting the crucial role of H2 in the future energy scenario, as well as by
pointing out the importance of LOHC to overcome the limitations displayed by conventional hydrogen
technologies. The dehydrogenation of FA has widely been explored, while investigating diverse factors,
such as the importance of the properties of the metal active phase and support, as well as the reaction
conditions. In some other cases, the effect of the experimental conditions (i.e. concentration of FA and/or
additives) has also been evaluated, but very little is known about the performance of the catalysts in
high concentrated FA solutions. Theoretical investigations have also been conducted so as to ascertain
the important characteristics to develop high-performance catalysts. Among those heterogeneous
catalytic systems under investigation, the supremacy of Pd-based catalysts is undeniable. However, it is
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well-known at this point that the combination of Pd with a second metal provides enhanced catalytic
performance due to the resulting electrical properties and resistance against CO poisoning effect. In
particular, the use of PdAg-bimetallic systems offers outstanding results, which have motivated the
search for multiple options for the optimisation of PdAg-bimetallic systems while getting insight into
the role of the composition and structure of the nanoparticles, the properties of the catalytic support,
the development of photocatalytic systems, and so forth. Concerning the properties of the metal
active phase, the need for developing cost-effective catalysts has boosted the search for new metal
nanoarchitectures with a larger fraction of surface Pd active sites. It has also been demonstrated that
the incorporation of basic nitrogen functionalities into the support can greatly enhance the catalytic
performance by two main effects: i) serving as anchoring points of metal active sites and avoiding
the aggregation of the nanoparticles; ii) favouring the dissociation of the O-H bond of FA molecules.
Moreover, the presence of N-containing groups has been related in some cases to the tunable reducibility
of Ag and Pd, hence contributing to the surface engineering of the bimetallic structures. It has also been
observed that the use PdAg-based photocatalysts are a promising alternative to afford suitable activity
and selectivity values at room or moderate temperatures. However, few reports on that approach have
been reported so far.
Despite the efforts devoted so far towards the design and development of PdAg-based bimetallic
catalysts for the production of H2 from FA, there are still some major shortcomings that limit their
practical application and that should be the focus of future investigations. One of them is the need for
extra additives, generally in the form of formate (HCOONa or HCOOK), as well as high temperatures,
that are detrimental to the practical application of FA as a H2 storage molecule. Developing catalytic
systems able to produce H2 from additive-free reaction medium while displaying high activity and
selectivity is highly desirable. Another weak point of most catalysts developed so far is their stability,
since an important decay is normally observed after a few consecutive catalytic runs. The deactivation
issue is frequently related with changes in the properties of the nanoparticles, in terms of size and/or
electronic properties, as well as with leaching of the metal active phase, but some other aspects
such as the adsorption of reaction intermediates and CO poisoning have been also observed in some
studies. It has been shown in some cases that the deactivation of the catalysts is less marked for
bimetallic PdAg-based catalysts than for the monometallic counterpart, but this aspect is still focus
of improvement. It could be envisaged that an interesting alternative could be the use of advanced
encapsulated metal catalysts, in which the active phase is protected from leaching and/or surface
modification while securing the mass transfer to and from its surface. Great achievements have recently
been reported while investigating on the catalytic performance of PdAg-based catalysts; however,
there is still a lot of work to be done to reach the maturity level accomplished with monometallic
Pd catalysts. It is expected that more research groups will be soon interested in the fascinating field
of research related to the production of H2 from hydrogen carrier molecules, so that the worldwide
scientific community can join their efforts towards the drawing of a hopeful energy prospect.
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